EUCOM/AFRICOM Listening Session

Hosted by SAME Europe Region

• Date: 23 June 2023
• Time: 1030-1400 CEST
  • 1030-1100 – Registration and Networking
  • 1100-1300 – Presentation and Discussion
  • 1300-1400 – Networking and Departure
EUCOM/AFRICOM
Listening Session
Hosted by SAME Europe Region

SAME Mission
“To build leaders and lead collaboration among government and industry to develop multidisciplined solutions to national security infrastructure challenges.”
Europe Region Posts

- Kaiserslautern Post – Ramstein AB Germany
  - Post President – Col Rick Martin
  - Post Military VP – Lt Col David Carlson
  - Post Civilian VP – Robert “Frank” Lovett, F.SAME

- Rhein-Main Post – Wiesbaden Germany
  - Post President – Scott Turygan
  - Post VP – Brian Osborn

- UK Post – UK
  - Post President – Lt Col Ryan McKinley
  - Post VP – Kevin Jolly

- Europe Region
  - Regional VP – Chris Knutson, F.SAME
  - Deputy RVP – Charysse Knotts, F.SAME
  - Deputy RVP – CMSgt Adam Boubede
  - Regional Fellow – Al Lucht, F.SAME
2023 RM Sustaining Members

THANK YOU!!!
2023 KL Sustaining Members

THANK YOU!!!
2023 UK Sustaining Members

THANK YOU!!!
• Europe Region Posts leaders will give a short presentation on the value of SAME membership.
• Europe Region Members will share their impressions of the value of National, Regional, and Local SAME Industry Government Engagement Events.
• Europe Region Members will share their impressions of the value of JETC 2023.
• Volunteers will provide brief overviews of JETC sessions of interest.
• The SAME Europe Region wants to hear from EUCOM and AFRICOM on the top priorities, significant challenges/barriers, and areas where SAME can support by bringing solutions to help deliver the mission and solve problems.
Value of SAME Membership

- IGE
- Networking
- Partnering
- Education
- Transition
Examples of National, Regional, and Local SAME Events

Something for Everyone!

Continuing Education and Professional Development Hours (PDHs) are available!
Miss A Meeting And Have A Question About A Particular Topic?
Impressions of JETC 2023

- First time experience
- Leader Development Program
- Service Chiefs Session
- Breakout Session with Military Leaders
- COI Engagement and Networking
Overviews of JETC
Sessions of Interest

- Humanitarian Design in the Developing World
- AFCENT TSG War Story: Remote Airfield Repair
- Subtle Art of Tackling Design and Construction Overseas
- Airfields and the Mission: A Look at Damage Assessment, Damage Repair, and Those Responsible
- Improving Diplomatic Mission Resilience to Natural Hazards
- Achieving Energy Resilience and Sustainability with Emerging Technologies
Other JETC Sessions of Interest

- ICD 705 Design and Construction Best Practices
- From Concept to Lasting Impact - Leadership at all Levels
EUCOM and AFRICOM top priorities, significant challenges/barriers, and areas where SAME can support by bringing solutions to help deliver the mission and solve problems

- What problems do you have that SAME could help you solve?
- Any AFRICOM or EUCOM issues that would be good as IGE Events?
- Of the benefits and events that SAME offers, which do you think would be most useful to you personally?
• What will it take to get you more engaged in SAME?

• Are you ready to join SAME?

• **Sign Up on SAME.ORG!**

https://www.same.org/membership-communities/join/individual-membership/
THANK YOU!!

SAME Mission
“To build leaders and lead collaboration among government and industry to develop multidisciplined solutions to national security infrastructure challenges.”